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Team leads: Carlo Vaccari (PL) 
& Dick Woensdregt (Lead 
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Netherlands, Italy, Poland, 
Serbia, Mexico, Eurostat, 
Montenegro, Slovenia,

Face-to-face meetings:
Belgrade (May) & Warsaw 
(Sept)



CSDA final deliverables

The CSDA project delivered:

• Reference Architecture (updated and expanded version)

• Set of guidelines, including a Maturity Model, for implementation of the 
Architecture

• Use-cases for testing the Architecture

• Leaflet for promotion



Reference Architecture: scope

•The focus of CSDA is on DATA (and MetaData), but not just any data. 
CSDA is restricted to data that is valuable enough to be treated as an 
asset

•The scope is the full statistical production process (end-to-end)

•It is not restricted to the physical boundaries of the statistical 
organization, but also includes any activities taking place outside the 
premises, but under control of the NSI, such as activities “in the cloud”.



Treating Data as an Asset: principles

CSDA is about data. Not just data, but primarily about valuable data, i.e. 
data that is worth treating as an asset. And as there is no data without 
metadata, CSDA considers both integrally as Information.

1. Information is managed as an asset throughout its lifecycle

2. Information is accessible

3. Data is described to enable reuse

4. Information is captured and recorded at the point of creation/receipt

5. Use an authoritative source

6. Use agreed models and standards

7. Information is secured appropriately



CSDA currently focusses on Capabilities

•In the context of modernization of statistical organizations, Capability is 
a rather new concept, mentioned in GAMSO, but not yet properly 
defined and used.

•CSDA proposes the definition and usage as described by TOGAF: as 
an instrument in strategic planning and systematic, iterative, renewal 
(modernization).

Capability: An ability that an organization, person, or system possesses. 
Capabilities are typically expressed in general and high-level terms and 
typically require a combination of organization, people, processes, and 
technology to achieve.

https://pubs.opengroup.org/architecture/togaf91-doc/arch/chap03.html 

https://pubs.opengroup.org/architecture/togaf91-doc/arch/chap03.html


Capability Definition Principles

A set of principles, aiming to direct the way (new) capabilities are 
identified and defined:

• Capabilities are abstractions of the organization. They are the “what?” 
and “why?” not the “how?”, “who?”, or “where”

• Capabilities capture the business’ interests and will not be 
decomposed beyond the level at which they are useful

• Capabilities represent stable, self-contained business functions

• The set of capabilities should cover the space of interest, and no more

• Capabilities should be non-overlapping

• Two-levels Capabilities: top-level and lower-level

• For each top-level Capability: description and lower-level Cap



CSDA top-level Capabilities



Example: Information Logistics



Example: Security and Info Assurance



CSDA & GAMSO



Pool of data 
and 

metadata 
assets

Concept: the “pool”
•The “pool” is a (the?) collection of (all) data that is considered valuable 
enough to be treated as assets

•The “pool” is a collection of Data Sets, together with all available 
Metadata associated with those Data Sets

•The “pool” is a concept, not necessarily some form of physical storage!

•The “pool” may be segmented, e.g. separating different classes of data

•Data enters the “pool” through (input) Exchange channels (Data 
Logistics) and can be accessed only through suitable (output) 
Exchange channels

•Note: the “pool” contains ALL (statistical) data relevant to the 
organization

•Other terms for “pool”: Data Reservoir, Data Lake



CSDA and GSBPM: Data Collection

Pool of data 
and metadata 

assets
Collect

LogisticsDesign

Transform Publication

The “pool” only contains digital 
information, although it is 
conceptual and might therefore 
contain also “intangible” 
information such as data only 
existing in the minds of 
respondents.

Assuming the definitions from GSIM, 
we need a channel to collect data, 
such as a CAPI or CATI channel to 
collect such “intangible” data

In such cases, we will need internal 
persistence, in order to decouple 
the internal processing from the 
collection. 



CSDA and GSBPM: Dissemination

Pool of data and 
metadata assets

Disseminate

Logistics Logistics

SharingPublication

The information to be published 
may come from the “pool” or 
from some internal process.

Publishing in the strictest sense 
only involves the Information 
Publication capability. In a 
broader sense, it may involve 
other capabilities such as 
Disclosure Control.

Information Publication 
includes: defining the 
composition of the Information 
Set, the channels available for 
access, the date & time of 
availability, the audience, etc.

Access



CSDA and GSBPM: Processing

Pool of data and 
metadata assets Process

Logistics

Design

Transform

Publish

integrate

Sharing

The process uses input data 
from the “pool”, and may 
produce data that is considered 
suitable to be released into the 
“pool”. This is a formal act of 
“publishing”, even if the data is 
NOT a statistical end-product.

Accessing data from the “pool” 
involves both Sharing Support 
and the lower level capabilities 
from Info Logistics (channels).

The process may have internal 
persistence. Data stored there 
is NOT considered part of the 
“pool”.



Collect vs Connect: paradigm shift



Collect vs Connect: capabilities

Pool of data and 
metadata assets

Channel Channel

Publication Sharing



CUSIP use case – Statistics Canada



Identify the target audience (those 
involved in the definition) and user 
groups (those that are informed) for 
Data Architecture

Identify steps for the introduction of 
a Data Architecture in NSI

Stress iterative approach: rather a 
model with feedbacks and loops, 
than sequential operations

CSDA guidelines: users and steps

Plan, DesignLearn, Feedback

Projects: Build & Implement



CSDA guidelines: Maturity Model

Helping NSI  to protect and exploit the value of data and metadata 
assets available along following dimensions:

 Maintenance: the way assets are managed

 Protection: the level of protection against loss, disclosure, 
unavailability

 Sharing and re-use: quality of metadata, degree of re-use and 
promotion 

 Growth: how to identify new needs, how to explore new data 
sources, ...

 Internal development: process of continuous improvement of the 
organization



Five levels (like CMMI 
and HLG MMM)

Five dimensions, the 
same as HLG-MMM:
 Business
 Methods
 Information
 Application
 Technology

CSDA guidelines: Maturity Model



Matrix 5x5 to:
 Assess current 

NSI situation
 Understand next 

steps to improve

Maturity levels 
can be applied 
also to specific 
Capabilities

CSDA guidelines: Maturity Model



A ssess: the current situation of your NSI

C hoose priorities: for NSI, in term of Capabilities and/or domains

H ighlight cross-domain analogies/differences

I  mprove: verify on Maturity levels which are steps needed to improve 

E nhance standard compliance and re-usability

V erify prerequisites: for the desired level for each Capability/Domain 

E verlasting self-assessment: capabilities need to be refreshed

CSDA guidelines: principles



CSDA guidelines: roadmap

Once the current situation has been mapped, and the strategic 
objectives of the organization have been translated into a To-Be situation 
in terms of the CMMI reference framework, we suggest how to define a 
roadmap → how to get from As-Is to To-Be

To implement the roadmap also a couple of templates have been 
developed, similar to those used in HLG-MMM:

 Implementation Check-list
 Progress evaluation matrix



CSDA promotion leaflet
A simple tool for HLG to spread the meaning and the potential benefits of CSDA



In summary ….

•Deliverables
– Reference Architecture (in document, but also as an Archimate model)
– Guidelines
– Use cases
– Leaflet

•Suggestions for future work
– Integrate / further align with other HLG standards
– Revise GSBPM (modernize Collect)
– Add objects to GSIM to cover Knowledge 
– Develop the detailed architectures (according to TOGAF: Business, Info 
Systems) for implementing CSDA capabilities

– Start applying CSDA in practice (ONS and StatCan already started …)
– Use CSDA in future HLG projects / activities

         https://www.menti.com/ code 976880

https://www.menti.com/
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